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the early 1990s. It can still be seen today as a cere-
monial weapon used by Russian honor guards.

The standard SKS has a fixed 10-round maga-
zine that can be released with a lever and hinged
forward to empty the magazine quickly. It can be
loaded from the top with 10-round stripper clips or
with individual rounds. The bolt carrier has stripper
clip guides machined into its forward surface. It’s
gas-operated, with a short-stroke gas piston impact-
ing the bolt carrier against spring pressure. It uses a
tilting-bolt locking system where the bolt locks
against the floor of the milled steel receiver. The fir-
ing pin is propelled by an internal hammer. The
safety is a rotating lever located inside the trigger
guard. Some of these have detent springs to hold
them in position, and some do not. The carbine

incorporates an integral bayonet that folds back-
wards underneath the barrel when not in use. The
first bayonets were spike-style, while later ones
were blades. Laminated stocks are quite common.
Early weapons had spring-loaded firing pins that
helped to prevent slam-fires. Later ones have a
free-floating firing pin. If the firing pin channel is
not kept very clean, a firing pin stuck in the for-
ward position by debris or hardened lubricants can
set off sensitive primers when the bolt slams shut.
Soviet military cartridges have very tough primers,
helping to guard against this possibility. 

Huge quantities of SKS carbines were given to
Warsaw Pact nations as well as Communist China.
The SKS has also been manufactured in China,
Romania, Yugoslavia, Albania, East Germany,
North Korea and Vietnam. Yugoslav weapons and
some others do not have chromed bores, so proper

cleaning is important when corrosive ammo is
used in these guns. The quality of the various SKS
versions varies widely, with cheaper versions hav-
ing pinned (instead of screwed-in) barrels,
stamped trigger groups, and slab-sided bolt carri-
ers. Vietnamese SKS carbines were used extensive-
ly during the Vietnam War against our troops.
Many examples of the SKS were captured in
Grenada, Nicaragua and Mozambique. Thousands
were kept in Soviet arsenals as war reserve
weapons for years, finally being disposed of by
world trade in the 1990s. 

Today, the SKS can be found throughout the
U.S., as untold thousands have been imported
here. Russian and European versions are classified
by the BATFE as “curio and relic” items under cur-
rent law. This allows them to be sold with other-
wise-restricted features. Chinese-manufactured
weapons have not received this distinction, and
cannot be legally equipped with the folding bayo-
net attached. Over eight million Chinese SKS rifles
have been produced, and in 20 years, the Chinese
SKS became one of the most prolific military rifles
of all time. The 7.62 x 39mm cartridge has been
loosely compared to the U.S. .30-30 round in
power, and when loaded with expanding bullets,
can serve as an excellent deer hunting number.
The SKS is sufficiently accurate for hunting within
250 yards, and has served in this role. The rifle is
usually available here comparatively inexpensive-
ly. It’s a very robust design, and will operate in the
worst conditions of rain, snow, dirt and mud.
Many are serving as rugged home-defense
weapons on ranches and in outlying areas where
the combat characteristics of the design can be
utilized to good advantage. Military cartridges are
available widely, most with coated steel cases.
Corrosive primers have been generally used in
such ammo, and the chrome-plated bore of most
SKS versions helps to guard against corrosion in
neglected weapons. The Soviet-designed SKS has
become, strangely enough, “everyman’s weapon”
here in the United States.

Born in the throes of World War II and bridging
the gap between full-power battle rifles and today’s
assault rifles, the SKS is an interesting and enduring
military rifle that easily qualifies as a true classic. It
continues to be an effective weapon way beyond
its development in history.
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